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Yes, But Is It Art?

After the first act
there were technical difficulties
and the lights went up.
Judge Stuart Putman
stared dolefully at the camera.
But when the lights
went off and
that
perhaps the Gong Show
belonged in
the darkness and dimlights
after all.

by Tom Korson
Anyone not associated with USD who might
have happened to wander onto campus last
Friday night would have looked upon the
hundreds of students crowded into the chairs
and onto the tables in More Hall and asked,
"What are these buffoon doing?" And chances
are that one of those buffoons would have
answered that it was time for the USD Spring
Gong Show.
Actually, the title "Gong Show
is a
misnomer. The gong wasn't used during the
entire evening by the panel of judges, Stuart
Putman, Judy Harper, and Jackson Muecke. A
more accurate name might have been "The
Jackson Muecke Show," since he took every
opportunity to draw attention to himself and
away from the performers with his rubber
masks and pointless little monologues.
The evening was not a loss, however; it was
spiced by a number of musical acts, from the
mellow jazz of Dave Gould and the Great
Banana Hoax to the worthless and destructive
punk rock of Uncle Meat. Leading off the show,
Andrew Marshall attempted an ambitious
selection, the classical guitar piece "Mood for a
Day" off Yes's Fragile album. The ubiquitous
Rusty Russel then sang his number all the way
through this time, a rather ragged rendition of
John Prine's "Dear Abby."
There was a lengthy hiatus in the action as
the next act, Uncle Meat, set up, and various
technical difficulties were ironed out. JeanPhillipe Gay. the lead singer, led an atonal
assault on the punk song, "You're So Hideous,
backed up by Bill Gibson on guitar and Pepe
Morris on bass, with Dan Hohl adding

occasional non-melodious licks on the
synthesizer. At the end of their song, Uncle
Meat threw their microphones to the stage,
denting the metal meshing on one and
breaking a boom, an action which led Muecke
to raise their score from a one to a ten.
Another Yes song, "All Good People," was
the bill of fair next as Tony Directo (twelvestring guitar), Bob Houze (six-string guitar),
Grace Martin (flute), and Nick Krall (six-string
guitar) took the stage. The foursome's
harmonizing was not very precise, and Krall s
guitar lead was uncertain; soon the crowd was .
chanting. "Gong!" But the understanding
judges let them finish, then doled out scores
low enough to make the group wish they had
been gonged after all.
Perhaps the most original act of the evening
was Smith and Wesson, a country duo whose
real names it shall now be revealed to the
world are Tim and Mark Ryland. Their song,
"Goin' to USD," which Tim wrote and to which
Mark lent his funky guitar, was a rollicking
satire of life at the school on the hill. The act
was marred by some sound difficulties, but
before it was over they had gotten in their shots
at everything and everyone from Skip Walsh to
our beloved VISTA, and in the process had
nearly brought the •house down.
The Six Mile and Woodward Corner Garbage
Heap Reggae Band, led by Mark Hanson, Tom
Hendrix, Joe Evans, and Mike Ehrlinger, sang
an original song next. While they pranced
around the stage playing guitars and bongs,
they sang the poignant lyrics, "USD women,
they think they're so fine, they won't hump
you, they just play with their mind." Giving
them a ten Muecke pronounced, "That is the

most profound statement I have ever heard."
The next act, which stole the show, was a
zero-talent group who called themselves the
Blues Brothers. Their comic, farcical lip-sync
to "Soul Man," amazingly similiar to their
more famous namesakes of Akroyd and
Belushi, earned them the only perfect score (30
points) of the evening, and assured them first
place. Bill Fiedler (Akroyd), Mike McNamara
(on sax), and Bill Bavasi (on bass) were among
those in the group.
Last semester's champions Jim Hitchcock
and Mike Little returned to defend their title.
Having added Mike Brinkman on guitar to the
act, Hitchcock on Ovation guitar and Little on
banjo, again showcased their bluegrass
expertise. Then Art Jupiter came on and sang a
song in his facile falsetto voice, a love song
which he addressed part of to a blushing girl on
the front row.
Rounding out the evening was David Gould
and the Great Banana Hoax, who jammed on
bass, piano, and drums for an excessive amount
of time. But even the overriding basss line
could not disguise the talent of the trio.
After an encore by Hitchcock and Little and
the Blues Brothers, the scores were
announced: The Blues Brothers walked away
with $50 for their perfect score, the bluegrass
act took second with 29 points for $25, and
Smith and Wesson, with 28 points, garnered a
paltry $10 for third place. Like last semester the
Gong Show, apart from overcrowding and a
few broken tables, was on the whole, an
enjoyable evening of musical variety as it
provided a showcase for the talents of our
fellow students.
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Nihilism as Life Doctrine is Self-Contradictory
by MARK RYLAND
VISTA Staff Writer
In this age of cynicism it was
refreshing to see the commenttary in last week's VISTA by
David Young intitled "Dem
ocracy and Nihilism Are
Synonymous." The obvious
sincerity of Mr. Young's
convictions was a light shining
through an otherwise disturb
ing editorial. But despite my
admiration for any man willing
to speak up for what he believes
is true, I must nevertheless take
issue with Mr. Young's
arguments.
First, he defines democracy
as a "set of political values, a
system for organizing govern
ment based on the preemin
ence of the individual. At the
very core of democraty is the
promotion of self-determinat
ion and autonomy." (For

IMPORTANT NOTICE
To all individuals or organizations
submitting copy for publication
in the VISTA:
All notices, announcements,
articles, or letters, if they are
intended for inclusion in this
newspaper, must be TYPED,
double-spaced on a 65-space line,
and turned into the VISTA office
by 5 p.m. sharp on Monday for
publication the following
Thursday. If these requirements
are not met, the copy will not be
considered, and must be re
submitted in accordance with the
guidelines.
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simplicity's sake, we will
assume this to be an adequate
definition.)
From this, however, Young
goes on to attribute the
properties of the whole
democratic society, namely,
self-determination and
autonomy, to each member of
that whole. As every freshman
student of Logic knows, this is a
good example of the fallacy of
division. Democracy is
certainly not a system that
allows each and every member
to be self-determining and
autonomous, because it is, by
definition, a group of people. If
every member of the group is
self-determining, we can
assume that there will be
continual disagreement about
any and every aspect of politics,

Honor Code Would
Prove Ineffective
Dear Editor,
Ever since the end of last
semester we at USD have had
the unfortunate opportunity to
read several articles on the
topic of "Honor Code." In the
last issue of the VISTA this
subject was even the topic for
discussion in the "Question of
the Week." I feel that too much
time, space, and effort has been
wasted on this subject. I would
like, first of all, to commend Jon
Matsuo and the gang on writing
up such a feasible plan for an
honor code, especially one that
would instill the fear of God in
Mvv kifik eaKoal stlldAIlt. Th jc
plan, however, doesn't take into
account a few small matters
that have almost become policy
at USD. I am referring in part to
the "No Bust" stand point of a
certain office on campus which
I will refraiu from identifying. I
can recall at least three
instances of laws being broken
on campus and then being
quickly hush-hushed by this
office with the punishment
being not too much more than a
"slap-on-the-wrist" (I am not
referring to a campus law
either - I am referring to city,
state and possibly even federal
laws).
I share the stand point of two
of the people interviewed in the
Question of the Week. First that
of Senior Steve Valois in that
we are putting u p with enough
from the Administration. We at
USD claim to be a school of the
times, a school of Higher
Academic Learning. What a
joke! How can an honor code
even be considered when the
minute amount of discipline
administered on campus by the
people in charge is either
unjust or inadequate. I would
also have to agree with
Freshman Chris Franceseon.
His feelings are similiar to mine
in that either the honor code
wouldn't be followed or that it
would turn into a real tattletale situation.
In closing I would like to say
that there is a large number of
persons at USD whose maturity
level is lacking and that, as
some would agree, is a reason
for the honor code. USD,
however does not need nor
really wants an honor code,
especially one that, like most
other campus rules, would be
laughed at and broken by the'
majority of the students the
majority of the time.
— James J. Levett

until we no longer have a "set of
political values, a system of
organizing government,"
which we have agreed is the
definition of democracy.
Based on this fallacy, Young
goes on to redefine democracy
to suit the needs of his
argument. This creative
process is manifest throughout
the third paragraph of his essay.
The validity of tis procedure is,
to say the least, questionable,
but for the sake of brevity this
problem will be ignored.
So by a manipulation of the
definition of democracy and, to
a certain extent, that of
nihilism, Mr. Young makes the
purported point of his
commentary: democracy and
nihilism are synonymous, kthis
is not, in my opinion, the real
point of the article; the article
is, in essence, an attempt to
resurrect nihilism as a valid
approach to living.
Young defines nihilism in the
following way: "Nihilism is a
life doctrine, a way of being that
denies the plausibility and
worth of ethics and morality."
The extreme irony of this
definition is inescapable.
Webster defines "doctrine" as
"a principle or position or the
body of principles in a branch of
knowledge or system of belief;

dogma." We can, therefore,
rewrite Young's definition as,
"Nihilism i9 a belief, a way of
being that denies the
plausibility and worth of
systems of belief, and ways of
being." The self-contradiction
is evident.
Mr. Young goes on to deny
the well-known theory of
historians and philosphers that
nihilism provided a basis for
Nazism. Even if we assume that
he has some special knowledge
and that his denial of this
theory is justified, he carefully
neglects to point out that
Hitler's murder of millions of
people could not be considered
"wrong," "bad," "indecent," or
even "wasteful" by a true
nihilist. In other words, once
we accept the "paradoxical
value that denies values" (if
such a thing exists), then we
eliminate our ability (or
abdicate our responsibility) to
make judgments about
anything. This is a frightening
step to take, a step into a void of
lonely selfishness where the
actions of others cannot, and
must not, be judged, though
they involve the destruction of
innocent life.
Can such a "paradoxical
value . that denies values"
actually exist as a "way of

being?" How does this apply to
our day-to-day living? Why
shouldn't I cheat on my
economics exam if this is my
"affirmation of life?" A fiftyfive MPH speed limit is just a
manifestation of a "slave
morality" which states that
some things are legal and others
aren't. If I punch my oppressive
philosophy professor in the
mouth, won't I be "uniting the
true and the good?" What
exactly do "true and good"
mean in a context of no values?
This is just a sampling of the
mind-boggling complications
that set in when we accept the
"value" that there are no
values.
Although I believe that David
Young sincerely believes in the
theory he expounds, I
encourage him to face the
realities of life. One cannot live
one's life in a void, apart from
humanity, apart from values.
In fact, any public argument for
nihilism is by its very nature
setting one value (nihilism
doctrine) above another (the
present state of affairs). Finally,
I hope that in the future Mr.
Young refrains from calling
Jesus Christ a "democratic
nihilist." This is so ludicrous it
draws attention away from his
sincere beliefs.

COMMENTARY

Honor Code Benefits Delineated
by CHRIS MONICA
AS President
"We have nothing to fear but fear itself."
— Franklin Roosevelt
(Somewhat overused, but fitting.)
The proposed undergraduate Honor Code will
be brought to student vote on March 21st and
22nd. I believe this code will beneficially check
and balance effective adademic standards on
campus without the threat of administrative
pressure and/or forcible enforcement: the
code will be non-obligitory. It is wholly and
undeniable student-oriented. It was conceived
by students, formulated by students and now its
fate is dependent upon students. A myriad of
rumors have circulated concerning both
positive and negative aspects of the code. I would
like to capitalize on this opportunity to dispel
these notions which are loosely rooted in
conjecture. I would like to deliniate for you the
facts that are the code. And it is my contention
that possession of this knowledge will allow one
to objectively and subjectively appraise the code
and render it the positive support it requires to
be a useful implement for students at the
University of San Diego.
The enforcement, as stated, will be nonobligatory. The only entity you, as a student will,
be responsible to is yourself; your own moral
and ethical principles. The Honor Code Court
will not circulate a delegation to intermittently
converge on class in progress to scrutinize blue
books and study material. If a student feels an
injustice has been perpetrated it will be up to
that student to approach a panel of Preliminary
Examiners with his or her allegations and
he/she must be prepared to substantiate these
accordingly. If this council concludes said case
warrants investigation then and only then will
the accusations be presented to the Honor Code
Court (HCC). However, this does not
immediately predispose the accused party to
guilt. The HCC will allocate the accused student
every conceivable advantage; this is an implicit
(and often explicit) fact throughout the code. No
student will be required to testify for or against
an allegation. Again, a student only becomes
involved if the student wishes.
The blade of the code cuts both ways. It is also a
tool for students who feel they have been
unjustly accused of cheating or engaging in
activity contrary to acceptable academic

standards. The Preliminary Board of Examiners
will readily investigate a case on behalf of such a
student. There has not been (thus far) a
legitimate course tor stuaenis to pursue that has
or had not been regulated by the administration.
We now have the opportunity to instate a
standardized procedure by and for the students
to deal with alleged cases of academic
misconduct with the ultimate design geared at
protecting the student. We cannot allow this
opportunity to escape us.
The bottem line of the Honor Code propounds
that we, as students will do our part, whatever
we as individuals perceive that part to be, to
uphold the integrity of academics at USD.
Passage of this code by students would express to
the university that we possess in intense
concern about everybody being evaluated
(graded) on a just and reasonalbe basis. This can
be interpreted as "academic protection" for all
students. Students should perceive the code as
a positive step towards showing our superiors
that the students are asking to be responsible for
their own actions.
It has been suggested that "we're not in high
school anymore" and "we can take care of
ourselves without the burden of an Honor
Code." An astute observation: I'm sure other
schools which boast of honor codes, precisely
those which display academic excellence
integrated constructively with students' wants
and needs, are also aware of these facts."
However, the Honor Code will not be a burden;
it will only be as successful as we so desire.
Therefore, I believe the entire argument can be
capsulized in the following version of a
somewhat modified adage: we'can reap the
benefits of haveing a student-bred Honor Code
that will only be exercised upon a student's
petition. Or, if students conclude aproximate
need doesn't exist, the code is dormant but
prepared for student implementation if and
when the need arises. More simply, "We have
everything to gain and nothing to lose."
This commentary was introduced with an
over-used quote made famous by one late
Franklin Roosevelt and I would like to close with
a thought emergent from that popular phrase:
It is our Honor Code. It is as important or
meaningless as we so choose. Let us not fear
unsubstantiated innuendo that suggests the
code as being an ubiquitous, pernicious agent
that will govern every sporadic breath during an
exam. Let us only fear the possibility that we, as
students will reject a hallmark opportunity
through which we could be accountable to only
one tribune: ourselves.
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Campus Notes
ECONOMIC SEMINAR: "Profitable Decision Making" is the topic of the fifth
University of San Diego UPDATE breakfast seminar, to be held on Friday. March
16, 7:30 a.m., in the Galleria Room of the La Valencia Hotel in La Jolla. Dr. Robert
O'Niel will explore how executive decisions affect the income and cost "streams" of
business, and offer proposals on how to maximize decisions. The seminar costs $15
For registration information, call the USD Continuing Education Department at
291-6480 ext. 4318.

AQUATIC FREAKS: The USD Waterski team is looking for students who want to
ski competitively in intercollegiate competition in slalom, jumping and tricks. The
club is associated with the Western Intercollegiate Waterskiing Conference.
Scheduled events include Sunday skiing for members, a T.G.I.F., and a weekend
trip to the Colorado River and Lake Havasu. The meetings are on the first and third
Mondays of each month at 4:30 in Salomon Lecture Hall. Skiers and non-skiers are
welcome.
SORRY, NO SHOW: The USD Concert Series has cancelled
performance for Robert Johnson.

tonight's

PEACE UNTO THEE: Friday and Saturday night at 8:00 p.m., Our Lady of Peace
Variety Show in Camino Theatre.
DROP A TON OR TWO: An on-campus weight control group is now forming. We
are looking at ways to control eating habits, principles of good nutrition, and the
benefits of exercise. The group will meet weekly and is limited to 10 persons,so sign
up at the Health Center by next Wednesday.
TENNIS, ANYONE?:
here.

Men's tennis match against Yale, tomorrow at 2:00 p.m.

BROKEN STUDY: Study break tonight in the Orange Room at 9:00 p.m. All
Welcome!

MOVIE YOU HEAD OUTTA THE WAY: Another Midnight movie this Saturday,
featuring the classic Clockwork Orange, in the Student Union. This is not a
documentary on the time pieces of the Southern California citrus growers.
Admission is 50$.

FORGIVE AND FORGET: Wednesday, March 21st at 7:30, a Penance Liturgy in
Founders Chapel.
PORK OUT: USD Nurses Association presents a BROWN BAG CONFERENCE
Tuesday March 20, 1979 from 12:00 to 1:00, in the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavillion,
Room 107. The Speaker is Joanne Patterson, Medical Social Worker, from
Children's Hospital. The topic is CHILD ABUSE. Bring your lunch and join us.

MORE OF MAN'S BEST: Eight puppies (6 studs, 2 bitches) are still available. Cute
little labradors, soon to be enormous. Free to a good home. See Debi Pace, Fine Arts
Office. Home phone: 758-0228.
LAST CHANCE: The last mountain retreat for this school year is scheduled for
the weekend of March 23-25. Sign up in front of the cafeteria at lunch. Fee. $5.00.

SHORE AN' BEGORRA: The American Marketing Association at USD is hosting
a St. Patrick's Day Party, Saturday, March 17 at 4:00 p.m. Come to the School of
Business Lounge to join other leprechauns to help celebrate St. Patrick's Day with
libations (mmm!) and limericks (uh oh!) All School of Business students and faculty
are invited, but come early so you don't miss any of the fun!
FLYING HIGH: Alpha Kappa Psi and the American Marketing Association will
present John Carey from Western Airlines on Tuesday, March 20 at 12:40 p.m. in
Room 120 in the School of Business. John will be speaking on the various marketing
campaigns Western Airlines has launched. ("It's the ooonly way to fly") Don't miss
out on an entertaining speaker. All students are welcome.
GOOD EVANS, A VOCAL RECITAL?: The University of San Diego and its Fine
Arts Department will be presenting Kellie Elaine Evans, soprano, in a vocal recital
on March 18th, Sunday at 5:00 p.m. in theCamino Theater at USD. The soprano will
be accompanied by liana Mysior on piano and Joni Kirschbaum on viola. Works
included in the program are arias by Handel, Mozart, and Offenbach; oratorio by
J.S. Bach, German lieder of Schubert and Brahms, French Art songs of Debussy
and Faure, and a contemporary song cycle by Samuel Barber entitled The Hermit
Songs.
ATTENTION SURFERS: Required meeting for everyone this Saturday at 10:30
a.m. in front of Camino Hall. If you want to purchase sweatshirts and/or trunks
after your monetary obligations have been satisfied, then be there! If not, we'll sell
your item to someone at the beach or at a high school. Wear shorts if you wish and
footwear also. Information at the meeting on what the Surf Session is all about.

HEY. PAISANO!: The first official meeting of the Italian Club will be held at
Camino 181, Friday March 16th. The foundation of the club will be established.
Everybody interested is invited.
LET'S CLOSE WITH A WORD OF PRAYER: Monday through Friday, morning
prayer at 7:35 a.m. in Founders Chapel.
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BSU Present Here To Promote Student Unity
The door to the Black Student
Union, located on the basement floor
of the Serra building, is almost always
open. Upon entering, one finds a
colorfully painted room with several
peices of furniture. Melanie Bevans
(the vice-p^sident of the club) and
Maivas Collier (the secretary) talked
about the functions of the club on
campus.
The club consists of about ten
members, not all black, and sponsors
different activities on campus. The
BSU is a group of men and women who
would like to build a stronger bond of
unity in the black community as well
as in the total community. They are
also interested in trying to educate the
white community for as Melanie said,
"Prejudice doesn't come from a hatred
for black people as much as from an
ignorance about what a black person is
like."
To accomplish this goal, the BSU is
sponsoring a barbecue next month and

Helleuic Scholarship
Open to USD Students
In order to encourage educational
goals, The Hellenic Cultural Society of
San Diego will award a scholarship in
the amount of $300 to an eligible upper
division student majoring in the
Liberal or Fine Arts. To be eligible, a
student should: 1.) Be a U.S. citizen,
2.) provide evidence of upper division
standing or eligibility with a major in
Liberal or Fine Arts, 3.) provide
evidence of matriculation in a
California college or university, and
4.) have an interest in the study of
Hellenic, Byzantine, or contempory
Greek literature, art, history,
philosphy, or drama.
The basis for selection is on college
or university GPA, leadership
potential, and financial need.
Scholarship information and
applications are distributed annually
in January to selected colleges and
universities in California. All
applications, with supportive
documents, must be submitted/
postmarked on or before April 30th
and mailed to: The President,
Hellenic Cultural Society of San
Diego, P.O. Box 3279, San Diego,
California 92103. Applications may
be obtained by writing to the society at
the above address or in the Financial
Aid office. The scholarship winner will
be notified in June.
—Tom Korson

FRIDAY
NIGHT!
Speakers Series
Lark & Coffeehouse
presents the

Comedy Store
with special guest's

Smith & Wesson
8:00 p.m. in USD's
Student Union
USD Students $1

hoping to sponsor jazz concerts like
they did last year. There will soon be
posters situated throughout the
campus announcing meeting times.
Miss Bevans believes that there is
still some prejudices around USD
today. Maivas (and other BSU
members)believe that "changing
the attitudes" is the only way to
eliminate this prejudice. They feel
that one of USD's strongest traits is
that the people are very open and that
as long as communications between
the black and white communities is
continued, the problem can only
improve.
The President of the club, Josiah
Alexander, stresses that the club and
the activities are not exclusively for
black people. Anyone and everyone is
invited to participate. As he states,
"We have events related to people; not
just blacks."
— Jim McClelland

Japanese Woodblocks
Featured in Founders
Last Saturday evening was the
opening of the newest exhibit in
Founders Gallery, entitled "Japanese
Costumes of the Edo Period." This
exhibit features woodblock prints by
some of Japan's most renowned
artists.
Many of these prints are the result of
a 17th century order by the Shogunate
for artists to portray the everyday life
of people. This was in direct opposition
to the scholarly and spiritual emphasis
of the traditional Kano school.
Nicknamed "the decadents," these
artists were criticized for their
departure from full-face portraits of
the earlier Edo period. The prints on
display romanticize the ordinary
elements of Japanese society: theater,
markets, and public gardens.
These prints, (or Ukiyo-E) show the
rift in traditional lifestyles.
Interpretations of contemporary
fashions are reflected in the
extravagent combinations of patterns
and colors. The production of a
woodblock print is a long, tedious
process involving five men: an artist,
an engraver, a publisher, a
papermaker, and a printer.
Artists featured in the gallery are
Toyokuni, Hiroshige, Kunisada, Eisen,
and Kuniyasha. The gallery will run
continuously until April 20th.
— Tom Korson

OXFAM 'Piggy Bank'
Provides Head Start
OXFAM, which took place last
semester from November 8th through
November 17th, focused upon the
awareness of hunger throughout the
world and the need to recognize
individual efforts to assist in the
reduction of it. At the conclusion of the
fast which lasted 24 hours, students
rushed off to the nearest restaurant or
refrigerator. Others however, were
not able to do the same.
A continual effort to help the
millions of starving people is needed
throughout the year. Campus
Ministry is sponsoring a "Penny
Bank" which will be an ongoing
project during the Spring semester to
raise money for OXFAM. Students are
asked to save pennies throughout the
semester. Please bring them by Sr.
Tim's office at your convenience.
Toward the third week of April the
project will come to a close. This
money will then be added to next
year's donations. A few pennies may
not end the world's hunger but may be
a constant reminder of the blessings
found in the USD community and the
desperate need for giving to those less
fortunate. Any questions concerning
the Penny Bank contact Sr. Tim.
Please start saving now!
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On the Record
Interviews by CIRRY KORSON
Photos by MARK RYLAND

What is the first and last name of USD's 1.) President, 2.)
Provost, 3.) Dean of Students, and 4.) Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences?
SUZANNE CONROY
Freshman ~ Physics/Political
Science

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

"Author Hughes."
"I don't know."
"I don't know..."
"I don't know!"

MARK RYLAND photo

Stadium Chosen for Commencement
VIKI BURKS
Sophomore — Business

A new site has been decided on for the
site of USD's 1979 Commencement
exercises. In a switch from the west lawn
of Camino, where the affair has been held
the past two years, it has been decided
that this May's graduation will be held in
the Torero Stadium, located east of the
main campus between the Valley
apartments and the Sports Center.
Some of the reasons given for the
switch were that the cost of leveling the
west lawn for the ceremonies would be
too great, and that the expense of
ordering the main dais and all the chairs

1.) "Author Hughes."
2.) (Shakes her head.)
3.) "Isn't it Skip Walsh?"
4.) "I'm sorry, I really don't
know."

could be avoided by the move. The west
point, where the track is located, was also
considered as a possible commencement
site, but was rejected for the ostensibly
more desirable location of the stadium.
The stadium does offer the spectators a
better view of the proceedings, but many
students are nevertheless dissatisfied
with it. There may be some interesting
side effects to this move. In these
particular surroundings, don't be
surprised to see Chris Monica grab his
diploma from Dr. Hughes and dash the
length of the field for a touchdown.

Should Girls Play in Men's League?

RUSSELL JACKSON
Junior — Basketball

1.) "I don't know, man."
2.) "Hey, I don't know
anything about this school!"
3.) "I know that guy, Dean
Burke."
4.) "Wilson Schurr."

by TOM BROXTERMANN
With the upcoming basket
ball season upon us, I found
myself wanting to field a team
for the mens five on five
undergraduates basketball
league. The major problem
was where to find quality

players to accompany me in this
sports minded venture.
Around I went searching for
good talent, but all good players
were already signed to play
with other teams. One
consolation was that I could
count on my two roommates to
play for me, but that left me
short two or three players.

Weekend Retreat Is What You Make It
by TERESA GRAY

MARCOS FERNANDES
Senior — Music

1.) "Author Hughes."
2.) "Sally Furay."
3.) "Tom Burke."
4.) "Pusateri... I don't know
his first name."

ML

|p » •
A

KIM PAVEL
Freshman -- Undeclared

1.) "I don't know."
2.) (Nervous laugh.)
3.) "Is that that guy?... I don't
know."
4.) "I'm sorry, I just
transferred here, I really don't
know."

m

QUIZ ANSWERS: 1.) Author Hughes, 2.) Sister Sally Furay, 3.)
Thomas Burke, 4.) Joseph Pusateri.

Three weeks ago, when I
really needed to get away for a
few days, I signed up for the
next USD retreat. I made that
sound very simple. Don't let me
fool you. It took days of coaxing
from my friends, especially my
roommates,, to even get me to
thing about going. Then when I
got to the bus on Friday
afternoon, it took two of my
roommates to keep me from
running right back home.
Well, I'm really glad that I
took the trip. It was a place
called Camp Stevens in Julian.
The weather was beautiful.
When I came back on Sunday, I
was tired by relaxed. I felt
ready to tackle another week of
school. Besides eating delicious
food, I met some new people
and made quite a few friends. I
only wish that I could attend
another retreat; but one is the
limit.
Right now, I can just imagine
someone reading this and
thinking that a retreat is fine
for some, but he or she isn't the
"retreat type." Well, I didn't
think I was either. I found out,
though, that there isn't a socalled "retreat type." On the
retreat that I attended, there
were 30 people. The mixes or
personalities and the unique

ness of each person just added
to the whole experience. To
give an example; there were
football players to real
intellectuals on the last retreat.
This, by the way, doesn't mean
that the football players are not
real intellectuals.
So, when I heard that there
was another retreat being held
in a few weeks, I couldn't help
wishing that I could go.
If there is anyone who would
like to get really close to nature,
meet some new people and
make some new friends, then
think seriously about signing
up for the next retreat. Just
remember, the weekend will be
only what you make it.

Then one day while sitting on
my porch, an idea came to me to
ask two girls, who play on the
women's basketball team, to
join my intramural squad. It
took virtually no convincing
before the girls agreed to take
me up on this offer. The
problem now: to convince the
other team captains to give the
girls a chance.
At the organizational
meeting held February. 21, I
brought up the idea of having
one or two females play with
me. This idea seemed to startle
the other team captains in the
room. Some laughed at the idea;
others thought it was totally
absurd. A few brave souls said,
'why not'? With Gary Becker
(head of intramurals) presid
ing, a vote was taken to
determine if women should be
allowed to play in a sport which
was thought to be open to men
only. The vote was taken, and
although it was a close one, the
girls were given the go ahead to
play on my team. (Beach Boys)
The only stipulation was that if
(continued on page 7)

AS Elections Set This Month
Yes, kiddies Spring is upon us
once again. That means that it's
time to elect a new Associated
Students Executive Board.
There are many important
dates. Petitions are available in
the A.S. Office starting March
19th. You have until Friday
March 23rd at 12:00 High Noon
to hand them in. There will be a
candidates meeting at 12:30 on
Friday, March 23, in the A.S.
Offices.
Campaigning begins that
Friday at 4:00 in the afternoon
and continues until Tuesday,

April 2nd at midnight.
Speeches will be held in the
Lark and the cafeteria on
Wednesday, March 28 and
Thursday March 29 at 12:15.
Voting will take place on April
3rd, Tuesday and Wednesday,
April 4th. If needed a run off
election is scheduled for
Thursday, April 5th. The polls
will be open from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. on voting days. Obviously
the polls will not be open on
non-voting days.
—Xavier Baeza
Secretary of Justice
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'Deerslayer' Leaves Questions Unanswered
by JOHN CARROLL
VISTA Staff Writer

If you are waiting for the
great American anti-war, antiVietnam film, and have seen
The Boys in Company C, and
are ready for The Deer Hunter,
be prepared to wait a while
longer. At least until Apoclapse
Now! comes out, and probably
quite a bit after that. The Deer
Hunter is a three-hour-plus
epic that jets off in a half dozen
different directions, the most
muddled being an attempt to
explain why we were in
Vietnam and what was it like.
The problem inherent in film
advertising is that it is so
preoccupied with sellable
situations and themes that it
often misses the strongest
points of a good film. The Deer

Hunter has gathered nine
Acadamy Award nominations,
and though this is partly true
because of the poor crop of
pictures produced this year, it
deserves almost every one of
them.
The cast is headed by Robert
DeNiro who gives a strong but
unspectacular performance as
the steady deer hunter, soldier,
factory worker and reluctant
lover to whom the kinship
between himself and the two
friends he goes to Vietnam with
is of paramount importance.
One of the themes director
Michael Cimino is able to
handle well is DeNiro's struggle
to express true emotion.
Rounding out the trio of
enlistees are Christopher
Warren and John Savage. Both
are partially destroyed by their
experiences on the battle field

'Rainmaker' a Sensitive
Production of Fine Play
by TIM RYLAND

The stark reality of drought
seems far away to us in San
Diego, tucked away as we are in
our bright little corner of the
world. But to the midwestern
farmers of the mid-1930's,
"drought" was a terrible word.
So terrible that when the rain
quit and the earth began to
parch under too many days of
cloudless sunshine, they were
willing to try anything. And
this desperateness gave birth
and sustenance to a different
type of salesman, one who
peddled miracles: the rain
maker.
N. Richard Nash's play "The
Rainmaker" is about one such
huckster. The Curry family,old
H.C. and his sons Noah and Jim,
along with their sister Lizzie,
are caught in the parching
throes of drought. It is the
theme dominating the play, but
the concern of the family that
Lizzie is slipping into
unfulfilled spinsterhood is
always in the background. The
family's attempts to fix Lizzie
up with some cousins and
eventually the town's deputy,
File, serve only to make her
more aware of her undesirable
condition, and more rebellious
against the social forces which
dictate she must be married.
The solution to both the
problems of drought and
imminent spinsterhood
appears on hot sultry July
night: Bill Starbuck. The fasttalking rainmaker promises
rain within twenty-four hours
upon receipt of a hundred

dollars. Noah, the oldest son,
and the bookkeeper for the
farm, is dead set against it, as is
Lizzie, but Starbuck talks the
old man and young Jimmy into
his scheme, in which the entire
family eventually become
unwilling helpers.
Starbuck has his eye not only
on the cloudless night sky but
also on Lizzie, whose true
beauty he perceives, and whom
he tries to bring to the
realization that she is, indeed,
desirable and far from over the
hill. He does so, but in the
process he opens himself up to
her as a two-bit hustler, a loser,
a dreamer who believes in
himself only in thatsomeday he
will make the rain come. And in
the end, it is irrelevant whether
or not he does, for he has
nurtured the blossoming of a
far greater treasure: Lizzie
herself.
The two themes of drought
and spinsterhood interweave
and emerge throughout the
play, and are brought together
in the climax. The Fiesta
Dinner Theater production,
directed by Frank Wayne, is a
sensitive unfolding of the story.
Peter Breck as Starbuck,
though a bit old for the part, is
marvelous in portraying the
slightly whacky dreamer, and
Corrine Carroll, as Lizzie, is
disarmingly feisty. The rest of
the family, played by Art
LaFleur, David Michaels, and
Burt Miller are all solid, with an
exceptional job by LaFleur as
the crusty Noah.
The play runs through April 1
at the Fiesta Dinner Theatre.
For information and reservat
ions, call 697-8977.
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Reflections In A
Warped Mirror

and only Savage can deal with
by Tim Ryland
it. A fine performance is given
by Meryl Sharp as the
girlfriend left behind.
This issue of the VISTA may well come to be known in later
The film begins with an hour- years as the Honor Code issue. In case you hadn't noticed there are,
long wedding in the Russian including this column, five different articles dealing with the
Orthodox style coupled with an
proposed code, which comes before our vote next week. One of the
elaborate reception in a cheap biggest stumbling blocks in the whole overblown affair is the
auditorium-dance hall. The legalistic, difficult language in which the code is written. I have
best early scenes are when the sought to alleviate this problem by putting it into everyday
boys get together for a few English, making along the way certain revisions I deemed
beers in a bar and after the necessary. If this version is passed on a write-in vote, I disclaim all
reception when DeNiro runs responsibility.
down a street in front of the
newlyweds car, taking his THE RYLAND VERSION of the HONOR CODE
clothes of on the way. From this
point on we are shuttled back
Chapter One
and forth from a hunting area
Statement of Purpose, Ideals, and
in Pennsylvania, their home
a Jolly Good Recipe for Avacodo Daquiris
town of Clairton, the front in
1.01 The purpose of this honor code is to maintain the high
Vietnam, and Saigon. Though
integrity
of academics at USD, and is not a witch hunt for those
all these quick changes take
who
might
at one time in their lives cheat. Of course, somebody's
place in chronological order,
one gets the impression that got to rat on the filthy scumbags and their communistic, anti
they are flashbacks that the democratic cheat sheets, so it may as well be good upstanding
c h a r a c t e r s h a v e a l r e a d y citizens like you and me.
1.02 Take a quart of rum, four overripe avacados, add a pound
reacted to. The mists that
of
ice, a twist of lemon and a live chicken, put all the ingredients
surround the fleeing refugees
as well as the mountains where into your Bass-o-matic and set on "pulverize"
DeNiro hunts make portions of
Chapter Two
the film seem dreamlike. Only
Immoral Conduct
the intensity of the action keeps
and That Prohibited by the Health Department
us riveted to the screen yet
repulsed by it.
2.01 Material pertinent to an exam may not be written and in
The films tension centers sight of a testee ( or, in the Biology department, testes) unless the
around a Vietnamese type of
whole class can see it. This shall include "cheat sheets," writing on
Russian roulette whose effect is desks, using copies of the same test the same professor gave ten
made more accute in the course years ago, having a friend sit in front of you with the answers
of the film. It is first perceived silkscreened on the back of his T-shirt, hiring a plane to skywrite
as a form of torture inflicted by the answers, and binding and gagging the professor during an
the North Vietnamese then as a exam.
casualty accepted gambling
2.02 The smearing of a dwarf with tartar sauce with anything
technique in Saigon. Our other than medicinal purposes in mind shall be considered
horror increases as we see the immoral, and shall be subject to active involvement of the honor
distinction between those who court, if said dwarf has a reputation for being a lot of fun.
willingly shoot themselves in
2.03 The smuggling of one's own books into the USD library and
the Ijead, and thpse who are consequent shelving of them shall be punishable by:
forced to, nearly eliminated.
a.Jsuspension of defendent's personal hygiene habits by
D e N i r o b e c o m e s l i k e t h e honor court and/or
Vietnamese when he takes his
b.) coerced listening to Mrs. Holleman's 3-hour lecture
f r i e n d ' s r e v o l v e r a w a y , "Libraries are Our Friends."
removes all but one bullet,
presses the barrel against his
Chapter Three
forhead, and pulls the trigger.
Administration of the Code:
As in Taxi Driver the roles of
What To Do When Caught With Your Pants Down
hero and villian are obscured
3.01 Don't just stand there gawking, knothead, pull them back
until they no longer exist. With
the terror of the Vietnam war up.
3.02 When the cheater has been ratted on, a jury shall be
metaphored in this act we are
no longer sure who to blame the assembled, consisting of the following members:
1.)Jon Matsuo
war on. The Americans may
2.)the Secretary of Academics
have brought in the thousands
3.)a Freshman Senator from '77-'78 with initials of J.M.
that is gambled at these bloody
4.)the Instigator of the honor code
events but it was the
5.)Dr. Hughes' pet Venus flytrap, "Physical Plant"
Vietnamese who perfected the
3.03 The cheater shall have the right to face the rat who finked
techniques.
on
him, unless said rat is extremely ugly, in which case the cheater
With this accustomary
problem left unanswered, we may make a motion not to face the rat, which is usually a turning of
can study the friendship and the head.
love these three soldiers give to
Chapter Four
each other and their families
Filing of Complaint
and friends. That the redneck
attitudes toward the war the
4.01 The filing of a complaint shall take place only if said
people of Clairton and their
complaint has any rough edges that may be injurious to those
returning soldiers hold remain
handling it. Filing is usually accomplished with a metal file which,
unchanged is seen through the
at the honor court's discretion, may also be used on the cheater's
"God Bless America" routine at
facial features.
the end of the film. There is no
Chapter Five
evidence of demonstrations or a
The Hearing, or Do You Ear What I Ear
changed public attitude.
Michael Cimino may have
5.01 A preliminary hearing will be^held to determine if the
intended a highly political film
honor
court can hear at all. If not, trial will proceed accordingly.
(indicated by his insertion of
5.02 H the material presented is not pertinent to the case, the
several commentary-like
scenes ending with news clips) cheater shall have the right to chant, "Sic transit gloria mundi,"
but what we see isa frightening after which he may punch the fink in the schnoz or tango him into
v i s i o n o f d e a t h a n d t h e a wall.
5.03 If a verdict cannot be reached in six months, a recess will
individual. What raises this film
be called and kickball teams will be chosen.
above the simple-minded
violence of Midnight Express to
Chapter Six
a level comparable to Taxi
Severability
Driver is that we are not forced
to agree with the violence. No
6.01 The offending member of the cheater's body, if the cheater
"good cause," such as the is found guilty, shall be severed.
standard "freedom from
political oppression," is
Chapter Seven
involved. When one leaves this
Escape Clause, or
film one is even more stunned How to Get Out of a Noose After Y'ou've Put It Around Your Neck
than by the other violence7.01 If and when this honor code shall be voted into effect, it will
filled films of the past season,
automatically be null and void.
but devoid of anger.
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT

Docs USD Need an Honor Code?
YES WE DO
by GERRY KORSON
VISTA Staff Writer

— The accused Honor Code
offender is treated with the
Ode To An Honor Code utmost compassion, given
every "benefit of a doubt."
"Honor Code, Honor Code,
l.)His case is read by
Don't take your wrath on me.
Preliminary
Examiners who
As I sit upon the grass
have the responsibility of
Beneath a shady tree.
Copying someone's term paper determining whether there are
sufficient grounds for prosecu
For Intro Psychology,
tion. If the examiners
Padding some brain's
determine
a possible violation,
pocketbook
the
accused
will be tried by the
To do my work for me.
Oh honor code, oh honor code, Honor Court. 2.) The trial may
be "closed" to the public if the
You'd really cramp my style.
defendant
so desires. 3.) The
You'd force me to pick up
accused has the right to the
my books
counsel of his choice, either
And study for awhile.
'Cause if I'm cheating on a test student of faculty. 4.) The
And caught, there'll be a trial, accused and his counsel have
the right to present evidence
And oh, what grave
and cross-examine witnesses.
consequences
5.) Five out of six Justices must
If you find I you defile!
Oh honor code,dear honor code, vote "guilty" in order to sustain
a "guilty" verdict. 6.) TwoWhat do you want from me?
thirds
of the Honor Court must
Don't you know you'll
agree
on
a reprimand before it
make me drop
can be imposed. 7.) The
Scholastically?
Should I take your stern regard
So personally?
Or are you meant
to gain prestige
For good ol' USD?
A.t long last, University of San

Diego students have a chance to
use their electoral powers to a
positive end: that of approv
ing the proposed USD Honor
Code. Each and every student
should make himself aware of
the overwhelming advantages
in implementing this legisla
tion prior to the March 21-22
balloting dates. To name a few:
— The Honor Code would be a
direct indication of the moral
character of this campus. It
would promote ethical
behavior among students while
allowing for a fair and just
reprimand for proven Code
offenders, and is written in a
spirit that is entirely in keeping
with Christian values.
— Though a student would be
held responsible if he himself
violated the Code, there is no
provision compelling a witness
to violation to report it to the
authorities. (Some schools have
honor codes that make
uncooperative witnesses "as
guilty" as the prime offender.)

by TOM KORSON
VISTA Assistant Editor

Nice try, Gerry. Almost
funny. This is a ploy used by
many younger siblings who are
trying to attract attention to
themselves. I noticed this when
we were younger; it's much
worse now. The situation is the
same with Mark trying to
detract from Tim by displaying
his expertise in photography.
From you arguments, one
can draw four conclusions: 1.)
Mom took too many aspirin
when you were an embryo, 2.)
you wrote this while drunk on
sour milk, 3.) you are Jon
Matsuo's clone, or 4.) all of the
above.
Let's look at this from an
intelligent standpoint. You
claim that the Honor Code
would be an "indication of the
moral character" of this
campus. This campus shouldn't
need an honor code for its moral
character; we are affiliated
with the Roman Catholic
Church, and that in itself
should be enough to promote
moral behavior. The spirit of
Christian values should already
be a force on this campus, a
force strong enough to aid each
of us in making an ethical
decision about cheating.
It's a great idea not to hold a
witness responsible for the
cheating cases, because most
likely he/she wouldn't report
the alleged cheating. "Narc" is a
label which is repugnant to
too many people, and it's label
bound to be attached to one who
accuses another of cheating.
The "Narc" doesn't win any
friends; only the mistrust of his
peers and associates. Who then,

defendant pronounced "guilty"
has the right to petition for a
retrial, and needs tha approval
of only two Honor Court
Justices to obtain one.
-- And we, the student body of
this University, have been
given the option of approving or
rejecting this Honor Code. It is
not a set of regulations being
forced on us by the administra
tion. The Code was written by
students for students. The
violations listed in the Honor
Code have always been
violations; the proposal simply
outlines a method of dealing
with the problem in a sensible
and effective manner.
(The student most respon
sible for the designing of the
proposed Honor Code is
Secretary of Academics Jon
Matsuo, a man whom I predict,
barring the Second Coming of
Christ, will become our A.S.

President in two years.)
The Honor Code is not
intended as a vendetta against
cheaters, but rather as a
protection of the rights of
conscientious students. Its only
weakness is that it applies
exclusively to academic
matters. Perhaps in time, once
the Code has proven itself in the
scholastic field, it may be
extended to other areas of
unscrupulous activity.
Copies of the proposed Honor
Code are available in the A.S.
Office. I urge every student to
read and fully understand the
proposal before voting. If you,
the student, wish to protect
your academic rights, promote
integrity, and maintain a high
level of respect for your
campus, vote "YES" on the
proposed USD Honor Code.
You'll be glad you did.

NO WE DON'T
is to catch these friends? Who is
to enforce the code? If no
witnesses can be found, then
obviously there wasn't any
crime.
The provisions of the Honor
Court do, in fact, seem to be just
and fair, except for one point
which is unclear: if the
prescribed members of the
Honor Court happen to be
witnesses, or were in any other
way directly or indirectly
involved with the case in
question, (i.e., taking the same
exam in the same room at the
same time) what provisions are
made for them? In such a case,
they would, through their
involvement, forfeit their label
of impartiality. If the code were
really infallible, provisions
would be made for the
substitution of any Honor
Court member involved in the
case.
It might be a good idea to
recall something from out of
our past; namely, high school.
We had an honor code too
(supposedly). Yet, in four years,
can you recall a single case of a
student who was punished for
his crime, much less caught? I
can't. The reason for this is the
lackadaisical approach which
the faculty took towards
cheating. They believed it was
sufficient to pontificate on the
evils of cheating and then
expect us to naturally abide by
their sermons. I see much the
same attitude here. I don't want
to generalize, but most of the
professors I have had do not
watch their classes closely
enough during an exam. If they
did, cheating would be reduced
to a minimum, and there would
be no need to implement an

Honor Code. The responsibility
of preventing cheating should
rest on the faculty, not the
students. They are, after all,
supposed to supply us with the
guidance and counsel necessary
to live out our lives.
You have cited the author of
the Honor Code as Jon Matsuo,
the present Secretary of
Academics, and also brashly
predict that he will become our
A.S. President. This, appar
ently, is used as support for the
Code. Any logician can tell you
that with that statement you
have committed a fallacy
known as argumentum ad
verecundiam, better known as
appeal to authority. You are
using the name of Matsuo to
support the case in favor of the
Code, merely because of the
position he holds in A.S. This is
a fallacious argument and can
therefore be rejected.
Another fallacy is used by
Matsuo himself when he claims
that most other great schools
have an Honor Code. This is an
appeal to false authority
which assumes that USD
should have an Honor Code
simply because USC and
Harvard and Yale and
countless other "prestigious"
universities and colleges
nationwide have one. Besides,
everyone I know does not
consider USD to be a great
university. In his preamble to
the Honor Code (re:VISTA
February 9, 1979 page 2),
Matsuo claims that the Code
will be a "major step toward
greater respect and recognition
in the academic world." I
believe that with or without an
Honor Code, USD could
achieve respect and recognition

by maintaining high academic
standards among our academic
constituents.
The Honor Code is also being
presented as "protection of the
rights of the conscientious
students." It grieves me that
you could accept this argument.
Instituting an Honor Code is
not going to eliminate cheating.
Anyone cheating on an exam
has perfected his technique to a
science, and they will go on the
same as before, in spite of the
claims of the teachers that
"they, (the cheaters), are the
ones who lose." The exam
cheater simply doesn't believe
that. He knows that he will not
need elementary trigonometry
in his truck driving career. His
only concern is to pass the
course, rather than derivesome
benefit from it. Efforts should
instead be made to prevent
cheating; there would then be
no need to punish guilty parties.
Finally, you conclude with
the hope that the Honor Code, if
approved and successful, could
be used to cover "other areas of
unscrupulous activity." The
problem here is in defining an
unscrupulous activity (pub
lication of the VISTA could be
considered one). But that's
neither here nor there. The
Honor Code would, in effect, be
assuming control of the entire
student population, trying to
censor the everyday events in
which we take part.
For the reasons stated above,
I cannot in good faith accept nor
support the proposal for |
implementing the Honor Code,
and I deem it necessary to urge
my fellow students to reject the
proposal and vote "NO" on the
issue.

==
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SPORTS^^^^—
Baseball
j Shapes Up For New Season
coming from a 33-22 winning
season in which they were the
VISTA Sports Editor
NCAA division II Pacific Coast
Champions. Last year the team
The University of San Diego faced five division I schools, this
Torero Baseball team will play season the Ballclub will meet
in the Southern California thirty-five division I teams in a
Baseball Association as a 55 game schedule.
The Southern California
division I contendor this year.
Unlike the other USD inter Baseball Association, a result of
collegiate teams, baseball is the a merger between the West
only team to go division I this Coast Athletic Conference and
year instead of 1980 with the the Pacific Coast Athletic
rest of the USD athletic Association in baseball only,
will consist of Los Angeles
program.
Playing in a divisionl league State, Long Beach, Loyola,
will be an uphill battle for the Pepperdine, UC Santa Barbara,
UC Irvine, and No. 1 ranked
Fullerton State. This league is
the toughest in the state and
one of the toughest in the
nation. Fullerton State is highly
ranked and has a great chance
of winning the NCAA in
baseball.
So far this year in pre-league
play the Toreros record is 9-4.
Head Coach John Cunningham
by JOHN CARRIER
is satisfied with their record
The USD Surf Team met in thus far and says that the team
competition against Point is hitting and scoring well with
Loma college last weekend at an eight run game average.
Black's Beach in La Jolla. Both Defensively, Coach Cunning
teams had a good turnout ham said that the team was
(which is unusual after a full weaker than expected to date.
night of partying). Saturday "They are very capable," he
morning had everyone hanging said, "but they still make errors
over the parking lot above on routine plays." Coach
Black's groaning 'Awwww!' at Cunningham went on to say
the mediocre conditions.
that their offensive play has
But as the tide shifted in, the been keeping them in the
next forty-five minutes, the ballgames.
waves began to break on the
"outside" at four to five feet.
This years team consists of
Occasional six-foot "clean-up"
eight freshmen, four sohpsets breaking in both long, left
mores, eight juniors, and six
and right walls, combined with
seniors. Team speed is better
fairly glassy conditions gave the
than the last few years, and
contest the impetus it needed to
there is more depth. Seniors are
get underway. Although the
an important aspect of this
contestants had to fight nonyears team. Hopeful standouts
contestants for waves,
are Senior pitcher Marty Bell
everything remained pretty
with an 8-8 record last year and
mellow except for one incident.
a career ERA of 3.20, along with
Steve Ehrlinger had paddled
Junior transfer Don Slater who
back out after his heat to take is reported to be one of our top
advantage of the optimum
conditions. On one wave, as he
cranked a hard cutback into the
"soup," his body and his head
were positioned low on the
wave. A kneeboarder was
behind him coming in the
opposite direction and nailed
him in the face (head-on, you
might say). Luckily, Steve
(continued from page 4)
made it to shore safely, and the
contest rolled on without the girls didn't work out, I
further tragedy.
would have to forfeit all of my
The waves lined-up well for wins, if any.
most of the heats that morning,
The question here seems to
increasing in size and shape but be whether women should be
coming through less consisten allowed to break through the
tly. Team results (or scores) myth that men only are allowed
were not figured since the heats to play this type of intramural
were not evenly balanced, activity. Also, there is a physical
there was no continuity in
judging (since there were aspect that must be taken into
different judges for different account. Can a women possibly
heats, which made taking the withstand some of the physical
top scores for a final round punishment that is dished out
impossible). Six trophies were during some games?
I have spoken to various
given to the top surfers who
placed 1st or 2nd and who were participants in the intramural
the top scorers (from their program and have received
three best rides). Eight some very interesting com
individuals from four heats ments both pro and con. Libby
were narrowed to six top O'Conner (Freshman) 'I see no
surfers by this method, with reason why women should be
two of the six -- John Muccino barred from five on five
and Mark Schaub — the best basketball. Females should be
surfers from USD for the day. entitled to the same physical
by MIKE TAYLOR

Barclay Coaches Women's
Team With Enthusiasm
Claudia Barclay, USD's new
woman's Crew Coach is
enthusiastic about this year's
team. A graduate of San Diego
State, with a degree in
Theraputic Recreation, Claudia
works in Special Education
with high school students. One
of her many activities included
the organization of a blind
rowing class last summer.
Although it is her first year to
coach a team, Claudia has been
teaching barge classes these
past two summers. In 1976 she
began rowing for San Diego
State and the Mission Bay
Rowing Association in the
lightweight category. By 1977
she was both a lightweight - 8
Regional Champion and a

Lightweight - 8 National
Champion. In 1978, Claudia was
a flyweight - 4 National silver
medalist. She still rows
competitively for the Mission
Bay Rowing Association. Says
USD's new women's rowing
coach, "I'm looking forward to
the upcoming competitive
season."
The following students make
up the women's team: Jane
Torpey, Gloria Blanco, Jacinta
Ryan, Claret Haase, Cece
Harrison, Masayo Honjo,
Masuko Shirmamura, Suzanne
Schmackenberg, Karen Fiore,
Mary Schlesinger, Maureen
Voke, Lori Forcucci, Kim
Pavell, Anna Zeledon, and
Claire Stehly.

INTRAMURALS
IM Outlooks
This past week was an
exciting one in the undergrad
men's basketball leagues.
Leading scorers for the A
League were Rick Russell of the
Matadors with 26 points, and
Gary Johnson of the Jams with
24 points. Gary Newbury of In
the Hole topped both with 28
points to lead his team to a big
win over the Creamy Loads.
The leading scorers in the B
League were Jesse Lee of the E.
Jectors (NBA) with 24 pts and J.
Lewis of the Vipers with 24
points also.
The Mad Dogs lead the A
League with 3 wins and no
losses, but the Jams are right up
there with 2 wins and no losses.
The Mad Dogs and the Jams
were scheduled to play this past
Wednesday 3/5, probably one of
the more exciting games in the
undergrad league.
In the B League competition
is close in both the NBA and the
ABA. In the NBA, there are
four teams at the top of the
league, You Eat Us Daily, The
Ejectors, Crab Scratchers, and
the Penetrators, all with two
wins and one loss. In the ABA,
Andromania, Dribbling
Seaman, and Ozzies Ozholes all
lead the league with three wins
and no losses. This next week
should be a key factor in
determining which teams are
I control.
In the Coed Soccer league K.
Klutzes led the league with
three wins and no losses. Two of
those three were clean sweeps

with scores of 3-0. In a close
second is Foreigner with two
wins and one tie.

Intramural
Hocker
A new sport is rapidly
approaching the Intramural
scene. Hocker which is played
by 4 guys and 4 girls is a sport
played on our field with a large
rubber ball. It can be bounced,
kicked, passed, dribbled and hit.
The sport which is widely
played in the east is rapidly
gaining favor in the west coast.
Hocker adds another dimen
sion to soccer in that the feet
and hands are used to advance
the ball. The ball can be kicked
as in soccer or dribbied as in
basketball. A large goal post is
placed at each end of the field
and the idea is to kick or throw
the ball through the goal post.
The sport can be played by all as
the skills needed are minimal.
The nature of the game makes
it an all time fun sport that both
guys and girls can play
together. A demonstration and
mass participation is planned
for this Sunday (3/18) at the
west field at 4 p.m. Bring your
tennis shoes and join in on the
fun.
Aquatic Festival ~ Sign up
now, the days activities include
Innertube Water Polo, Swim
meet, Innertube Races,
Underwater Tricycle Races,
Springboard diving. There are
individual events and team
events, so get your friends
together and sign up!!

Surf Team
Meets
Point Loma

players this year and could be a
potential ail-American. Some
other players who have
excelled so far this season are,
transfer Jamie McDonald, a
left-hander proven himself
against USIU going 11 innings.
Also returning are slugger Paul
Engel in right field and Jeff
Tipton in left.
When the Vista spoke to
Coach Cunningham about
USD's chances in the SCBA this
year he said, "I would be
satisfied at this time to go 500 or
better in our first year. This
league is one of the most
competitive in the nation, and
to stay in the ballgame with
some of these teams and remain
competitive will show a lot of
character and pride in our
team." When asked about the
line-up for this season Coach
Cunningham said, "their is no
set line-up at this time, we still
have about ten pre-league
games to play and some of our
players still have time to show
their stuff. A big test for us will
come in next weeks San Diego
Sun Classic sponsored by SDSU
Nine teams will compete and
USD will play all nine teams in
six days. The final line-up will
be announced on March 28th."
Beginning Sunday, March
18th in USD stadium the San
Diego Sun Classic will open.
Teams participating are
Brigham Young University,
Loyola University, San Diego
State, USIU, Dominguez Hills,
Southern Cal College, Oregon
Tech and USD. Sunday USD
plays a double-header at ten vs
Southern California and at 2:40
vs Oregon College of Education.
Schedules for the tournament
are available at the Sports
Center.
USD opens its league play on
March 27th at 2:30 vs Los
Angeles State in the USD
stadium.

Girls in Intramurals...
activities as their male
counterparts.' Andy Volkert
(Freshman) 'I don't see why
girls should be allowed to
participate in this type of
basketball. They are physically
unable to withstand the
punishment that some players
inflict on others.'
It is my belief that women
should have the same rights to
play in organized team sports as
men. I've seen some players in
intramurals whose talents in
sports could be fit on the head of
a needle! Women can become
more physically fit by
participating against men. I
don't think it is a question of
women being able to compete
on a level with a man. If a
women wants to knock around
a man or two, who am I to voice
my opinion on a touchy subject
like this!
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Herrmann on a Comeback at USD

Torero
Tennis Team
Continues to Roll On
byRENEE FAIOLA
VISTA Sports Editor

The USD men's tennis team
was victorious over Long Beach
State, a top-ranked division one
school. Monday's match found
Scott Lipton in good form as he
downed the number one LBS
player, Mark Freedman, 2-6, 64, 6-3. Another top player, Rick
Goldberg of USD, defeated
LBS's Allen Polle, 7-5,6-4, and
USD's Jay Massert won at
number six singles. At the end
of the singles matches the score
was tied at 3-3.
The doubles matches were
next, and Long Beach State is
noted for the excellent doubles
teams. But USD proved to be
their undoing. Torero players
Peter Herrmann and Humberto Pino won in straight sets
at number two doubles against
LBS's Porter and Nardi, 6-3,6-4.
Par Svensson and Michael
Rodriguez clinched the victory
for USD by defeating Allen
Polley and Hank Moravec of
LBS, 6-2, 6-4.
A crucial point in this game
occured when at 5-4 in the set.

Svensson serving 2-all, drove a
powerful serve which the
opponent returned badly. This
allowed Rodriguez to put the
volley away.
"We held serve well,"
confided Torero player Michael
Rodriguez, "and played the net
aggressively by closing it off to
put away the volleys when
there was a chance. This match
against Long Beach State was
the best team effort so far."
USD's Scott Lipton and Rick
Goldberg also upset LBS's
number one doubles team.
According to Scott Lipton,
"The men's tennis team has
voted to boycott the next match
unless twenty-five USD coeds
show.up." "This was the first
really close match," said USD
Coach, Ed Collins, "We were
tied at the end of the singles, 3-3.
Long Beach State is wellknown for their doubles teams,
so we were pleased to see all our
doubles teams defeat them."
The final score was Univer
sity of San Diego 6, Long Beach
State 3.
Schedule of USD Men's Tennis
Dartmouth March 19 USD 2:30
UofAri .... March 20 USD 2:30
N.W.U
March 22 USD 2:30

U.S. National Champion in 12
and under, and 14 and under,
Peter Herrmann, is on a
comeback here at USD.
Peter started playing tennis
at age 6. "My parents would
drop me off at Morley Field
about 10 in the morning and I
would hit against the backboard
for about 6 hours. That
backboard isn't there anymore,
I think I worea hole in it," Peter
laughed.
Peter practiced with his Dad
and also took lessons for awhile.
But according to Peter, he
taught himself how to play.
Peter has an unusual style, a
two-handed backhand, a twohanded forehand (which you'll
rarely see) and two-handed
volleys! The only shots Peter
hits with one hand is his serve
and overhead.
At age 7 Peter started playing
competitive tennis. "My second
tournament I won a trophy, I
played a Thanksgiving doubles
tournament with a teaching
pro. By the time I was 8 I had 2
trophies," Peter smiled. Peter
collected about 50 trophies
between the ages of 9 and 14.
Two of those were from the
prestigious National Champ
ionships.
Peter was always tall for his
age (12 years, 5' 4") but people
considered him small because
he was the youngest guy on the
courts. Suddenly, when Peter
reached age 13, things started
looking different. He was no
longer considered "little." He

g on
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grew 6 inches practically
overnight, (now 6") and lost a
good deal of his endurance,
speed and strength.
His sixteenth year was a
tough one for Peter. Winning
only one tournament (he
entered 7) he didn't qualify for
the Nationals, and he also
started serving left-handed but
gave that up within a year.
Now, at age 18, Peter is on a

comeback. Alternating be
tween number 2 and 4 for the
Toreros, he currently has a 5
and 5 record in singles and 6and
4 in doubles.
"When I was 12 years old, I
just excepted winning. I used to
beat everybody by being
steady, now I win by hitting the
ball hard. I feel like my
coordination is finally coming
back," explained Peter.

Pep Band Could
Become Reality Here
With the Torero's playing
Division I basketball next
season, the addition of a Pep
Band, composed of USD
musicians and local profession
als, could become a reality.
Many Torero fams rememb
er the Coulson Family Band at
several games during the last
two seasons. Dr. Bill Coulson,
director and father of the band,
has come forward and
volunteered to direct the first
permanent USD Pep Band.
Coulson has tentatively lined
up Skeets Herfert, one of the
world's best saxophone and
clarinet players, recently
retired to the San Diego area.
Herfert is willing to help in
developing the Pep Band, as
well as performing. He played
with the bands of Stan Kenton,
Tommy Dorsey, Glenn Miller,
Artie Shaw, and others. TimeLife records called on Skeets

when they produced a series on
the Swing Era. He played lead
alto and performed solos on
every one of the records.
This is a rare and excellent
opportunity for USD musicians
to learn and play with
professionals of the calibre of
Skeets Herfert and Bill
Coulson, as well as other
professionals in the San Diego
area.
The first stage in developing
the Pep Band will involve
students meeting with Bill
Coulson to assess the local
talent. He stressed that no one
should feel intimidated by the
big names involved, as this will
be a learning and performing
experience. Anyone interested
can sign up in the Dean of
Students Office, to arrange for
the preliminary meeting.
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